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Abstract
A theory of signatures for odd-dimensional links in rational homology spheres is studied via their
generalized Seifert surfaces. The jump functions of signatures are shown invariant under appropriately
generalized concordance and a special care is given to accommodate one-dimensional links with mu-
tual linking. Furthermore our concordance theory of links in rational homology spheres remains highly
nontrivial after factoring out the contribution from links in integral homology spheres. ? 2002 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 57M25; 57Q45; 57Q60
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1. Introduction and main results
Signature invariants of knots and links have been studied in many articles, and turned out to
be e7ective in various problems in knot theory, especially in studying concordance. Signatures
were 8rst de8ned as numerical invariants from Seifert matrices of classical knots in the three
space by Trotter [22]. Murasugi formulated a de8nition of signatures for links [19]. Tristram
introduced link signature functions [21]. Kau7man and Taylor found a geometric approach to
signatures of links using branched covers [9]. Milnor de8ned a signature function from a duality
in the in8nite cyclic cover of a knot complement [18]. It is known that all the approaches are
equivalent [5,9,17]. Signature invariants are known to be concordance invariants of codimension
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two knots and links in odd dimensional spheres. In the remarkable works of Levine [13,14],
signature invariants are used to classify concordance classes of knots. Levine showed that the
knot concordance groups are isomorphic to the cobordism groups of Seifert matrices in higher
odd dimensions, and signatures are complete invariants for the matrix cobordism groups modulo
torsion elements.
In this paper, we develop signature invariants of arbitrary links of codimension two in odd
dimensional rational homology spheres, motivated from the work of Cochran and Orr [3,4]. Our
signatures are invariant under the following equivalence of links in rational homology spheres.
An n-link L in a rational homology (n + 2)-sphere  is a submanifold di7eomorphic to an
ordered union of disjoint standard n-spheres. Such a link is sometimes denoted by a pair (; L).
Two n-links (0; L0) and (1; L1) are rational homology concordant (or Q-concordant) if there
is an (n+3)-manifold S whose boundary is the disjoint union of −0 and 1 such that the triad
(S; 0; 1) has the rational homology of (Sn+2× [0; 1]; Sn+2× 0; Sn+2× 1), and there is a proper
submanifold L in S di7eomorphic to L0 × [0; 1] such that the boundary of the ith component
of L is the union of the ith components of −L0 and L1. Concordant links are clearly rational
homology concordant as well, and so the signatures studied in this paper are invariant under
ordinary concordance as well.
As done in [22,19,21,9] for links in S2q+1, we extract invariants of links from the signature
function
qA(
)= sign((1− ei
)A+ (1− e−i
) FA
T
)
and its jump function
qA()=
{
lim
→ + 
q
A(
)− lim
→ − qA(
) if  is not a multiple of 2;
0 otherwise;
where A is a rational Seifert matrix, 
 and  are reals, and =(−1)q+1. We follow the con-
vention that the signature of an anti-hermitian matrix P is the signature of the hermitian matrix√−1 · P. Section 2 is devoted to an algebraic study of qA and qA. Especially, we prove a
reparametrization formula for qA and 
q
A of a Seifert matrix of a union of parallel copies of a
Seifert surface (see Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.1).
A Seifert surface of a link L is de8ned to be an oriented submanifold bounded by L in the
ambient space. L has a Seifert surface if and only if there exists a homomorphism of the 8rst
integral homology of the exterior of L onto the in8nite cyclic group sending each meridian
of L to a 8xed generator. In general, such a homomorphism does not exist and links bound
no Seifert surfaces, unless the ambient space is an integral homology sphere. In the case of
rational homology spheres, we show that a certain union of parallel copies of a link L bounds
a Seifert surface even though L itself does not. More precisely, for an m-component link L
and =(i)∈Zm where i are relative prime, we call an oriented submanifold F a generalized
Seifert surface of type  for L if for some nonzero integer c; F is bounded by the union of
|ci| parallel copies (or negatively oriented copies if ci ¡ 0) of the ith component of L for all i.
If L is a 1-link, the parallel copies are taken with respect to some framing f on L and the
surface F and the framing f must induce the same framing on the parallel copies. We call c
the complexity of F . A higher dimensional link admits a generalized Seifert surface of any type
. But a 1-link admits a generalized Seifert surface of the types satisfying a certain condition
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and a framing is uniquely determined by a given type. Furthermore Q-concordant links admit
generalized Seifert surfaces of the same type. (See Theorems 3.2 and 3.4.)
We de8ne a Seifert matrix to be a matrix associated to the rational-valued Seifert pairing on
the middle dimensional rational homology of a generalized Seifert surface, and derive invariants
of a link from the signature jump function of a Seifert matrix as follows. Let sgn a= a=|a| for
a =0. The signature jump function of type  for a (2q− 1)-link L is de8ned by
L()= sgn c · qA(=c);
where A is a Seifert matrix of a generalized Seifert surface F of type  for L and c is the com-
plexity of F . Our main result is that the signature jump function L is a well-de8ned invariant
under Q-concordance which is independent of the choice of generalized Seifert surfaces.
Theorem 1.1. If L0 and L1 are Q-concordant; L0()= 

L1() for all .
For =(1 · · · 1), we denote L by L. If L is a link in an integral homology sphere, L bounds
a Seifert surface F and L() can be computed from a Seifert matrix of F . Hence our signature
invariant is a generalization of the well-known signature invariant of links in the spheres.
For 1-links that are null-homologous modulo d in a rational homology 3-sphere, Gilmer
de8ned the d-signature that depends on the choice of a speci8c element in the 8rst homology
of the ambient space [6]. We remark that it is equal to the evaluation of the signature function
associated to a generalized Seifert matrix of type (1 · · · 1) at the dth roots of unity, and so it
can be derived from our signature jump function.
A link is called a slice link if its components bound properly embedded disjoint disks in a
rational homology ball bounded by the ambient space. For a link L and an n-tuple =(s1; : : : ; sn)
with si= ± 1, let iL be the union of n parallel copies of L where the ith copy is oriented
according to the sign of si, and let n be the sum of si. The complexity c(L) of type  for
L is de8ned to be the minimum of the absolute values of complexities of generalized Seifert
surfaces of type .
For i=1; 2, let (i; Li) be an n-dimensional link with mi-components and Bi be an (n+2)-ball
in i such that for some k¿ 1; Bi intersects k-components of Li at a trivial k-component disk
link in Bi. By pasting (1− int B1; L1− int B1∩L1) and (2− int B2; L2− int B2∩L2) together along
an orientation reversing homeomorphism on boundaries, an (m1 + m2 − k)-component link is
obtained and is called a connected sum of L1 and L2. A connected sum depends on the choice
of Bi if m¿ 2. Some useful properties of our signature invariant are listed in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.2.
(1) If L is slice; L()=0.
(2) If n =0; iL()= sgn n · L(n).
(3) L() is a periodic function of period 2 c
(L).
(4) Let L be a connected sum of (2q−1)-links L1 and L2. If either q¿ 1 or L1; L2 are knots;
then L()= 

L1() + 

L2().
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In Section 4, we prove the above results by combining the techniques of signatures of links
in S2q+1 with the reparametrization formula in Section 2 that plays a key role in resolving the
diJculty that links do not bound Seifert surfaces.
We give examples of links in rational homology spheres whose signature jump functions
have arbitrary rational multiples of 2 as periods, and show that the theory of Q-concordance
of links in rational homology spheres is not reduced to the concordance theory of links in
spheres. In fact we construct a family of in8nitely many Q-concordance classes of knots that
are independent modulo knots in the spheres in the following sense. Let Cn and C
Q
n be the
set of concordance classes of n-knots in Sn+2 and the set of Q-concordance classes of n-knots
in rational homology spheres, respectively. They are abelian groups under connected sum. We
have a natural homomorphism Cn → CQn since concordant links in a sphere are Q-concordant.
Theorem 1.3. There exist in7nitely many (2q−1)-knots in rational homology spheres that are
linearly independent in the cokernel of C2q−1 → CQ2q−1.
We remark that knots constructed by Cochran and Orr using the covering link construction
[4] are nontrivial in the cokernel since they are not concordant to knots of complexity one. Our
result shows that the cokernel is large enough to contain a subgroup isomorphic to Z∞.
On the other hand, we illustrate that our theory is also useful for links in spheres by o7ering
alternative proofs of a result of Litherland [16] about signatures of satellite knots and a result
of Kawauchi [10] about concordance of split links. In a separated paper [2], we will compute
signature jump functions of covering links and study concordance of boundary links and homo-
logy boundary links. In particular, results of Cochran and Orr [3,4], Gilmer and Livingston [7],
and Levine [15] will be generalized.
2. Signatures of matrices
In this section, we study algebraic properties of the signature function qA and its jump function
qA that will play a key role in our link signature theory. It is known that if A is a complex square
matrix such that A± FAT is nonsingular, the function ei
 → qA(
) is constant except at 8nitely
many jumps where ei
 is a zero of det(tA−  FAT), and so the jump function qA is well-de8ned.
In general, qA is well-de8ned for any complex square matrix A. We accompany a proof since
we did not 8nd one in the literature. Let − denote the usual involution (
∑
iti)−=
∑
Fit−i on
the Laurent polynomial ring C[t; t−1].
Lemma 2.1. Let Q(t) be a square matrix over C[t; t−1] that satis7es Q(t)= (Q(t)T)−. Then
for any 
0 ∈R; the signature of Q(ei
) is locally constant on a deleted neighborhood of 
0;
i.e., it is constant on each of (
0 − r; 
0) and (
0; 
0 + r) for some r¿ 0.
Proof. First we show that the rank of Q(ei
) is constant on a deleted neighborhood of 
0. Let
R be a square matrix obtained by deleting some rows and columns from Q(t) and denote its
determinant by dR(t). Then either dR(t) ≡ 0 or there is a deleted neighborhood UR of 
0 where
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dR(ei
) =0 since dR(t) is a Laurent polynomial over C. Since there are 8nitely many R, the
intersection of all UR is a deleted neighborhood of 
0 where rankQ(ei
) is constant.
Now it suJces to show that signQ(ei
) is locally constant on any open interval J where
rankQ(ei
) is constant. Near a 8xed 
1 in J; Q(ei
) is congruent to a diagonal matrix whose
diagonals &i(
) are real-valued continuous functions on 
. We can choose a neighborhood
U of 
1 in J such that if &j(
1) =0, then &j(
) =0 and its sign is not changed in U .
Since rankQ(ei
) is constant, &j(
)=0 on U if &j(
1)=0. Therefore signQ(ei
) is constant
on U .
From the lemma, it is immediate that for an arbitrary A, the function ei
 → qA(
) is locally
constant except at 8nitely many jumps on the unit circle and so qA is well-de8ned.
As mentioned in the introduction, signature invariants of links are de8ned from the signature
functions of Seifert matrices of generalized Seifert surfaces. Note that a union of parallel copies
of a generalized Seifert surface is again a generalized Seifert surface. Since both of them can
be used to de8ne signature invariants of links, we are naturally led to investigate a relation of
the signature functions of them. Explicitly, for an r-tuple =(s1; : : : ; sr) with sn=± 1, consider
the union of r parallel copies of a Seifert surface F of a (2q − 1)-link, where the nth copy is
oriented according to the sign of sn. If A is a Seifert matrix of F , the Seifert matrix of the
union of parallel copies is given as follows:
iqA=


A1 A A · · · A
AT A2 A · · · A
AT AT A3 · · · A
...
...
...
. . .
...
AT AT AT · · · Ar


;
where
An=
{
A if sn=1;
AT if sn=− 1:
The following result shows that the signature jump functions of iqA and A are essentially
equivalent up to a change of parameters. To simplify statements, we de8ne sgn 0 to be zero.
Theorem 2.1 (Reparametrization formula). If n =0 or A − AT is nonsingular; then qiqA()=
sgn n · qA(n).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1.
For later use, we introduce some notations. For a nonzero integer r, let iqr A= i
q
rA where
r is an |r|-tuple whose entries are r=|r|. We denote i1; i2 by i+ ; i− , respectively, and use
similar notations for  and . Since Seifert pairing of links in rational homology spheres are
rational-valued (see Section 3), we assume that A is a square matrix over Q. For a positive
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integer a, let (a :R→ Z be the step function of period 2 given by
(a(
)=


a+ 1− 2k if 2(k − 1)=a¡
¡ 2k=a (k=1; : : : ; a);
a− 2k if 
=2k=a (k=1; : : : ; a− 1);
0 if 
=0:
For negative a, let (a(
)= (−a(−
) and let (0(
)=0.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that eik
 =1 for k=1; : : : ; r. If n =0 or A− AT is nonsingular; we have
(1) +i+ A(
)=
+
A (n
).
(2) −
i− A
(
)= (n(
) sign(A+ AT) + 
−
A (n
).
Proof. Let w=ei
. First we note that if w =1,
qA(
)= sign
(
wA−  FAT
w − 1
)
:
We will prove some matrix congruence relations. Consider the matrix

wkA−AT
wk−1 A FX
T
AT wB−B
T
w−1 FX
T
X X Y

 ;
where B=A or AT. Subtracting the second row from the 8rst row and performing the corre-
sponding column operation, a new matrix is obtained. Subsequently we perform the following
row operations and corresponding column operations: If k = − 1 and B=A, we add the 8rst
row times w(wk − 1)=(wk+1 − 1) to the second row. If k=− 1 and B=A, we assume A− AT
is nonsingular and add the top row times (1 − w)X (A − AT)−1 to the bottom row. Then we
obtain

(wk+1−1)(A−AT)
(w−1)(wk−1) 0 0
0 w
k+1A−AT
wk+1−1 FX
T
0 X Y

 and


0 A
T−A
w−1 0
w(AT−A)
w−1
wA−AT
w−1 0
0 0 Y

 ;
respectively. If B= AT, replace w by w−1 and k by −k, respectively. Then we obtain

(wk−1−1)(A−AT)
(w−1−1)(wk−1) 0 0
0 w
k−1A−AT
wk−1−1 FX
T
0 X Y

 and


0 w(A−A
T)
w−1 0
A−AT
w−1
w(AT)−A
w−1 0
0 0 Y


for k =1 and k=1, respectively.
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Now we prove the lemma. Note that (iqA)T = i
q
−A and 
q
A(−
)=qAT(
), where−(s1; : : : ; sr)= (−s1; : : : ;−sr). We may assume that n¿ 0 and furthermore by rearranging si
we may assume s1 = · · ·= su=1 and su+1 = · · ·= sr =−1 where u¿ r=2. For, if n¡ 0 and the
lemma is proved for the case of n¿ 0,
qiqA(
)= 
q
(iq(−)A)T
(
)=qiq−A
(−
)
=
{
+A ((−n)(−
)) if =1;
−A ((−n)(−
)) + (−n(−
) sign(A+ AT) if =− 1
and the conclusion follows.
Suppose n¿ 0. By applying repeatedly the 8rst and third congruence relations in the above
to the matrix
w(iqA)− (iqA)T
w − 1 =


A1 A A · · · A
AT A2 A · · · A
AT AT A3 · · · A
...
...
...
. . .
...
AT AT AT · · · Ar


(1)
where
An=


wA−AT
w−1 if sn=1;
w(AT)−(AT)T
w−1 if sn=− 1;
we obtain a matrix that is a block sum of
(w2 − 1)(A− AT)
(w − 1)(w − 1) ; : : : ;
(wu − 1)(A− AT)
(w − 1)(wu−1 − 1) ;
(wu−1 − 1)(A− AT)
(w−1 − 1)(wu − 1) ; : : : ;
(wu−(r−u) − 1)(A− AT)
(w−1 − 1)(wu−(r−u)+1 − 1) (2)
and
wnA− A
wn − 1 :
If =1, the contribution of (2) to the signature is zero since sign(i(A−AT))=0. (Recall that
A is a matrix over Q.) This proves the conclusion for n¿ 0 and =1.
If =− 1, let fn(
)=− sin(n+ 1)
+ sin n
+ sin
. Then we have
sgnfn(
)= sgn
i(wn+1 − 1)
(w − 1)(wn − 1) =− sgn
i(wn − 1)
(w−1 − 1)(wn+1 − 1)
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and therefore
qiqA
(
)= qA(n
) + sign(A+ A
T)
(
u−1∑
n=1
sgnfn(
)−
r−u∑
n=1
sgnfu−n(
)
)
= qA(n
) + sign(A+ A
T)
n−1∑
n=1
sgnfn(
):
By an elementary calculation, it is easily shown that fn is zero at 
=2k=(n + 1); 2k=n,
and fn(
)¿ 0 on (2(k − 1)=n; 2k=(n+1)) and fn(
)¡ 0 on (2k=(n+1); 2k=n). Hence by
induction on n the sum in the above equation is equal to (n(
). This proves the conclusion
for n¿ 0 and =− 1.
Suppose n=0. In this case, the proof also proceeds in a similar way. We transform the
matrix (1) to a block sum of matrices in (2) and[
0 ww−1(A− AT)
1
w−1(A− AT) w(A
T)−A
w−1
]
; (3)
by applying all of the four congruence relations shown before. The signature of (3) is zero since
A − AT is nonsingular. Hence we have qiqA(
)=0. On the other hand, 
+
A (n
)=
+
A (0)=0
for =1, and (n(
) sign(A+ AT) + 
−
A (n
)=0 for =− 1. This completes the proof.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If n=0 and A − AT is nonsingular, qiqA is the zero function by
Lemma 2.2, and so qiqA()=0= sgn n · 
q
A(n) for all .
Suppose n¿ 0. By Lemma 2.2, we can choose 0; 1¿ 0 such that 
q

(A) is constant on each
of [− 0; ), (; + 1]; [n− n0; n) and (n; n+ n1]. We may assume that (− 0)=
and (+ 1)= are irrational. For =1, by Lemma 2.2
+i+ A()= 
+
i+ A
(+ 1)− +i+ A(− 0)
= +A (n(+ 1))− +A (n(− 0))
= +A (n):
For = − 1, if =2k then the conclusion is trivial since −A (2k)=0 for any A. If not, we
have
−
i− A
()= ((n(+ 1)− (n(− 0)) sign(A+ AT) + (−A (n+ n1)− −A (n− n0));
by Lemma 2.2. If  =2k=n for any k, we may assume that (n is constant near , and the
theorem is proved from the above equation. If =2k=n for some k that is not a multiple of
n, then −i− A()= − 2 sign(A + A
T) + (−A (2k + n1) − −A (2k − n0))=0= −A (n) since
−A (±
)=± sign(A+ AT) for all suJciently small 
¿ 0.
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If n¡ 0, we have 
q
iq
()= q(iq−A)T
()= − qiq−A(−)= − 
q
A(n), as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2.
We remark that a similar argument shows an analogous result for Alexander polynomials
de8ned by -qA(t)=det(tA − AT): If A − AT is nonsingular, then -qiqA(t)=-
q
A(t
n) up to units
of Q[t; t−1]. This result is mentioned and used in [1].
We 8nish this section with a remark on the matrix cobordism groups. Consider the set of
rational matrices A such that A − AT is nonsingular. De8ne the block sum operation and
cobordisms of such matrices as in [14]. Then arguments of [14] show that the cobordism of
such matrices is an equivalence relation and that the set GQ of cobordism classes becomes an
abelian group under the block sum. Then iq induces a group homomorphism on G
Q
 and both
qA and i
q
 are well-de8ned on G
Q
 . Thus Lemma 2.2 also makes sense when A is regarded as
its cobordism class.
3. Seifert surfaces of links
In this section, we study links and their Seifert surfaces in rational homology spheres. We start
with a review of rational-valued linking numbers. Let x; y be disjoint p; q-cycles, respectively,
in a (n+2)-rational homology sphere  where p+ q= n+1. Since Hp(); Hq() are torsion,
there are (p+1); (q+1)-chains u; v in  such that @u= ax; @v= by for some nonzero integers
a; b. The linking number of x and y is de8ned to be lk(x; y)= (1=b)(x ·v)= (−1)q+1(1=a)(u ·y)
where · denotes the intersection number in . The linking number lk(x; y) is determined by x
and y and is independent of the choices of a, b, u and v. When the ambient space is obvious,
we will denote the linking number by lk(x; y). We remark that lk(−;−) is well-de8ned only
for disjoint cycles, and its value modulo Z is well-de8ned for homology classes.
The following properties of the linking number are easily checked. First, if c(x′ − x)= @w
for some c =0 and (p + 1)-chain w disjoint to y, then lk(−; y) assumes the same value on
x; x′. lk(x;−) has the same property. Second, suppose that  is a boundary component of an
(n + 3)-manifold - such that Hp+1(-;Q)=Hq+1(-;Q)=0. If x; y are as above and u; v are
relative (p+1), (q+1)-cycles of (-;) such that @u= ax; @v= by for some a; b =0; lk(x; y)=
(1=ab)(u · v).
We give a formula for linking numbers in a rational homology 3-sphere described by a
Kirby diagram. For an m-component framed link, we de8ne the linking matrix A to be a square
matrix of dimension m whose (i; j)-entry is the linking number of the ith component and the
jth longitude with respect to the framing.
Theorem 3.1. Let L=K1 ∪ · · · ∪Km be a framed link in S3 such that the result of surgery on
S3 along L is a rational homology sphere . Let A=(aij) be the linking matrix of L. For
disjoint 1-cycles a; b in S3 − L; we have
lk(a; b)= lkS3(a; b)− xTA−1y;
where x=(xi); y=(yi) are column vectors with xi= lkS3(a; Ki); yi= lkS3(b; Ki); respectively.
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Proof. Let 7i be a meridian curve on a tubular neighborhood of Ki. Let u and ui be 2-chains
in S3 that are transverse to L and bounded by b and a 0-linking longitude of Ki, respectively.
Let Fu and Fu i be chains obtained by removing from u and ui the intersection with an open
tubular neighborhood of L, respectively. Let ci be the core of the 2-handle attached along Ki.
Let v= k Fu+
∑
i zi( Fu i + ci) be a chain in , where k; zi are integers to be speci8ed later. Then
@v is homologous to kb−∑j∑i (kyj+ ziaij)7j. Thus if z=(z1; : : : ; zm) satis8es zA=− ky, then
@v is homologous to kb. Since  is a Q-homology sphere, A is invertible over Q. So we can
take as k a nonzero common multiple of denominators of entries of A−1y, and z= − kA−1y.
Now we have
lk(a; b)=
1
k
(a · v)
=
1
k
(
lkS3(a; kb) +
∑
i
xizi
)
= lkS3(a; b)− xTA−1y:
Now we turn our attention to links. The main goal of this section is to study the existence
of a generalized Seifert surface of a given type  for links. Let L be an n-link in a rational
homology sphere, and suppose n¿ 1. L can be viewed as a framed manifold since all framings
are equivalent. Generally, for a framed submanifold M of codimension 2 in a manifold W , we
identify a tubular neighborhood of M with M×D2 with respect to the framing, and in particular
identify M × S1 with a submanifold in the boundary of the exterior EM =W − M × int(D2).
We say (W;M) is primitive if there is a homomorphism of H1(EM ) → Z whose composi-
tion with H1(M × S1) → H1(EM ) is the same as the projection H1(M × S1) → H1(S1)=Z.
When W is obvious, we say M is primitive. By a standard use of obstruction theory, transver-
sality and Thom–Pontryagin construction, L is primitive if and only if L bounds a Seifert
surface.
Our main observation is that certain unions of parallel copies of L is primitive and hence
bound Seifert surfaces. We use the following notations to denote parallel copies of a framed
submanifold M in W . For an r-tuple =(s1; : : : ; sr) where si=± 1, let n be the sum of si as
before, and iM be the union of r parallel copies of M in W with respect to the framing where
the ith copy is oriented according to the sign of si. For a nonzero integer r, let irM = iM
where  is the r-tuple (sgn r; : : : ; sgn r).
We assert that iL is primitive if and only if n is a multiple of c, where c is a positive integer
given as follows. Let ’ :H1(EL;Q) → Q be the homomorphism sending each meridian to 1,
which is uniquely determined by the Alexander duality. Let P be the quotient group of H1(EL)
by its torsion subgroup. Since P⊗Q=H1(EL;Q), we can view P as a subgroup of H1(EL;Q).
Choose a basis {ei} of P, and let c be the positive least common multiple of denominators of
the reduced fractional expression of ’(ei). We call c be the complexity of L. c is independent
to the choice of the basis. Note that c’(P) ⊂ Z ⊂ Q and hence a homomorphism 
 from P
into Z is induced by c’.
Suppose that iL is primitive for =(s1; : : : ; sr). Assuming that iL is the product of L and
r points in the tubular neighborhood L × D2, we can view EL as a subspace of EiL. There
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is a homomorphism of H1(EiL) into Z sending each meridian of iL to 1, and it induces a
homomorphism h of P=H1(EL)=torsion to Z sending each meridian of L to n. The homo-
morphisms (1=n)(h⊗ 1Q) and ’ on P ⊗Q=H1(EL;Q) are equal since they assume the same
value on meridians. Hence h(ei)=n=’(ei) and so n is a multiple of the denominator of
’(ei). This shows that n is a multiple of c. Conversely, suppose n= kc for some integer
k. Then the homomorphism k
 :H1(EL) → Z sends each meridian of L to n, and it extends
to a homomorphism of H1(EiL) to Z sending each meridian of iL to 1. This proves the
assertion.
For a type =(i) for L, let L be the union of i parallel copies (negatively oriented if
i ¡ 0) of the ith component of L over all i. We call the complexity of L the complexity of
type  for L and denote it by c(L). A generalized Seifert surface of type  with complexity
r for L is a Seifert surface of irL, which exists if and only if irL is primitive. This holds
exactly when r is a multiple of c(L). In particular,
Theorem 3.2. For n¿ 1; an n-link L admits a generalized Seifert surface of any type .
Theorem 3.3. Fix a basis of P=H1(EL)=torsion; and let B be a matrix whose ith column
represents the ith meridian of L with respect to the basis. Then c(L) is equal to the least
common multiple of denominators (of a reduced fractional expression) of entries of the row
vector TB−1. (We view  as a column vector.)
Proof. First of all, B is invertible since meridians are independent. Consider the homomorphism
of H1(EL ;Q) to Q sending meridians to 1. Viewing EL as a subspace of EL , a homomorphism
of H1(EL;Q) to Q sending the ith meridian of L to i is induced. Suppose that the ith basis of
P is sent to xi under the induced homomorphism. By the de8nition of the complexity, the least
common multiple of the denominators of xi is equal to c(L). The row vector x=(xi) satis8es
xB= T, and so x= TB−1 as desired.
Now we consider 1-links in a rational homology sphere. Our result for 1-links is expressed
in terms of a linking matrix of L (for any choice of a framing) as follows. We say a 1-link L
admits type  if there is a generalized Seifert surface of type  for L.
Theorem 3.4. A 1-link L admits type  if and only if for a linking matrix A=(aij) with
respect to a (or any) framing,
1
i
∑
j
aijj
is an integer for all i.
First we will investigate when a generalized Seifert surface inducing a given 8xed framing
exists, and then show Theorem 3.4. Let L be a 1-link, f be a framing on L and A=(aij) be
the linking matrix with respect to f.
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Lemma 3.1. There exists a generalized Seifert surface of type =(i) for L that induces the
same framing on its boundary as the framing induced by f if and only if∑
j
aijj=0
for all i.
Proof. Let L be the link obtained by taking i parallel copies of the ith components of L with
respect to the given framing f: L admits a desired generalized Seifert surface of complexity
r if and only if irL is primitive. Since H1(EL ;Q) is generated by meridians of L, for any
multiple r of the complexity of L we obtain a homomorphism 
 of H1(EirL) to Z sending each
meridian of irL to 1, by the arguments for higher dimensional links. In order to show that irL is
primitive, we need to check whether the longitudes of irL is sent to zero by 
, or equivalently,
the longitudes of L is sent to zero by the unique homomorphism from H1(EL;Q)→ Q sending
meridians 7j of L to j. Since the ith longitude of L is equal to
∑
j aij7j in H1(EL;Q), the
conclusion follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let A be a linking matrix of a 1-link L with respect to a 8xed framing
f. Then the ith longitude with respect to an arbitrary framing f′ is homologous to the sum of
the ith longitude with respect to f and a multiple of the ith meridian in the complement of L.
Hence the linking matrix with respect to f′ is of the form A+D where D is a diagonal matrix
of integers. Conversely, D determines a framing since framings are in 1–1 correspondence with
elements of H1(L;1(SO2)) ∼= Zm.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, there is a generalized Seifert surface of type  if and only if
(A+D)=0 for some diagonal matrix D of integers, or equivalently, 1=i
∑
j aijj is an integer
for all i.
We remark that generalized Seifert surfaces of the same type induce the same framing, since
in the above proof the numbers di are determined by =(i). From now on, for a 1-link L and
a type  admitted by L, we denote by L the union of i parallel copies of the ith component
of L with respect the framing determined by .
Example. (1) If a linking matrix of a link L is zero, then any type is admitted.
(2) If L is a link in a homology sphere, each entry of a linking matrix is an integer. Hence
type (1 · · · 1) is admitted.
(3) Let C be an m-component unlink in S3 and L be the union of meridian curves of
components of C. A rational homology sphere  is obtained by n-surgery on each component
of C for n¿ 2, and L can be viewed as a link in . By Theorem 3.1, the diagonal matrix with
diagonals −1=n is a linking matrix, and by Theorem 3.4, L does not admit any type.
(4) For any given type =(a; b), there is a link that admits only type ±. For, suppose that
a link L has linking matrix [ −b=3a 1=3
1=3 −a=3b ]. If a type (x; y) is admitted by L, (y=x − b=a)=3 and
(x=y− a=b)=3 are integers by Theorem 3.4. This implies that (x; y)=± (a; b). By the following
lemma that classi8es linking matrices, such a link L exists.
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Lemma 3.2. For any symmetric square matrix A with rational entries; there is a framed 1-link
in a rational homology sphere whose linking matrix is A.
Proof. We claim that for any symmetric nonsingular m×m matrix V and m×n matrix B=(bij)
with integral entries, there is an n-component framed 1-link in a rational homology sphere with
linking matrix BTV−1B. Consider the n-component standard unlink L in S3 with zero-linking
framing. We can construct an m-component framed link L′ in S3 with linking matrix −V
such that L and L′ are disjoint and the linking number of the ith component L′ and the jth
component of L is bij. The result of surgery along L′ is a rational homology 3-sphere  since
−V is nonsingular. L can be viewed as a link in , and the linking matrix of L in  is BTV−1B,
by Theorem 3.1.
Any symmetric matrix A over Q can be written as A=PT[ D 0
0 0
]P where D is a nonsingular
diagonal matrix and each 0 represents a zero matrix of suitable size. Choose a nonzero common
multiple n of denominators of entries of P and D−1 and let B= n[I 0]P, V = n2D−1. Then B
and V are matrices over Z, and we have A=BTV−1B. By the claim, A is realized as a linking
matrix of a 1-link in a rational homology sphere.
We 8nish our discussion on 1-links by showing that the set of admitted types of a link is
invariant under link concordance. For two Q-concordant 1-links, a framing on a concordance
between the links induces framings on the links, and in fact this is a 1–1 correspondence
between the framings of the two links.
Theorem 3.5. If 1-links L0 and L1 are Q-concordant; then L0 admits type  if and only if so
does L1. Furthermore;  determines corresponding framings on L0 and L1.
Proof. Since linking numbers are Q-concordance invariants, linking matrices of L0 and L1
with respect to corresponding framings are the same. Hence by Theorem 3.4, the conclusion is
proved.
We remark that our complexity is motivated from a similar notion in [3,4]. The complexity
in [3,4] is similar to c(L) for =(1 · · · 1). In general the former is a multiple of the latter.
From now on, we will consider only odd dimensional links. Let (; L) be a (2q−1)-link and F
be a generalized Seifert surface of type . De8ne the Seifert pairing S :Hq(F ;Q)×Hq(F ;Q)→
Q by S([x]; [y])= lk(x+; y) for two q-cycles x; y in F where x+ denotes the cycle obtained
by pushing x slightly along the positive normal direction of F . It is easily veri8ed that S is
well-de8ned. Choosing a basis of Hq(F ;Q), a matrix A over Q is associated to S. A is called a
Seifert matrix of F . We remark that for q=1, another convention is found in some literature
where Seifert pairings and Seifert matrices are de8ned on the cokernel of H1(@F) → H1(F).
These di7erent conventions give di7erent results in the case of links (e.g. consider a full-twisted
annulus with Hopf link boundary in S3).
We remark that if A is a Seifert matrix of F , the matrix iqA is a Seifert matrix of iF .
For q¿ 1, we can view a Seifert matrix A as a representative of an element [A] of the
matrix cobordism group GQ , since A− AT represents the intersection pairing on Hq(F ;Q) that
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is nondegenerated. The following is an analogous result of the well-known result of [12,13].
Recall that a Q-concordance between two links is called primitive if there is a homomorphism
of the 8rst homology of its exterior into Z that sends each meridian and each longitude to 1
and 0, respectively.
Lemma 3.3. Let A0 and A1 be Seifert matrices of Seifert surfaces for two (2q − 1)-links
(0; L0) and (1; L1) that are Q-concordant via a primitive Q-concordance. If q¿ 1; then
[A0]= [A1] in G
Q
 .
In this case, everything is primitive and an argument in [13] can be used to prove the
conclusion. Details are as follows.
Proof. Let (S;L) be a primitive Q-concordance between (0; L0) and (1; L1), and EL be the
exterior of L in S. We may assume 0 ∩ EL=EL0 and 1 ∩ EL=EL1 . For i=0; 1, let Fi be a
Seifert surface of Li where Ai is de8ned. Let C be a parallel copy of L in @EL bounded by
L1 − L0. Let F =F0 ∪ C ∪ −F1, a closed oriented submanifold of @EL of codimension 1.
De8ne a map h : @EL → S1 by a Thom–Pontryagin construction for F ⊂ @EL. Since L is prim-
itive, there is a homomorphism 
 :H1(EL)→ Z sending each meridian to 1. Let i∗ :H1(@EL)→
H1(EL) denote the map induced by the inclusion. Then 
i∗ and h∗ assume the same value
on each meridian and so ’i∗= h∗ since Z is torsion free. Therefore h is extended to a map
EL → S1. By a transversality argument, we construct a (2q+1)-submanifold R of EL such that
@R=F .
Since q¿ 1, Hq(F) ∼= Hq(F0)⊕Hq(F1). Let S be the bilinear pairing on Hq(F) represented by
the block sum of A0 and A1. H =Ker(Hq(F ;Q)→ Hq(R;Q)) is a half dimensional subspace of
Hq(F ;Q) by a duality argument, and S vanishes on H by the previous remarks on the linking
number as in [13]. Therefore A0 and A1 are cobordant matrices.
We note that the above proof does not work in the case of q=1, since Hq(F) is not iso-
morphic to Hq(F0)⊕Hq(F1).
Theorem 3.6. Let A1; A2 be Seifert matrices of two Q-concordant (2q − 1)-links with q¿ 1.
Then iqr [A0]= i
q
r [A1] in G
Q
 for some integer r¿ 0.
Proof. Let L be a Q-concordance between two links whose Seifert matrices are A1 and A2. By
the same argument as that for links, there is a nonzero integer r (the “complexity” of L) such
that irL is a primitive. irL is a Q-concordance of two links with Seifert matrices i
q
r A0 and i
q
r A1.
By Lemma 3.3, [iqr A0]= [i
q
r A1].
4. Signatures of links
In this section we prove the invariance of signatures under link concordance. In the case of
q¿ 1, Seifert matrices can be viewed as an element of GQ and the invariance of signatures
may be shown directly using Theorem 3.6. Because this does not work for q=1, we will
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interpret signatures via 8nite branched covers following ideas of [8,9] to show the invariance
of signatures in any odd dimensions.
Suppose that d is a positive integer, (W;M) is a primitive pair, and H1(W ;Q)=H2(W ;Q)=0.
Then a homomorphism 
 :H1(EM ) → Z sending each meridian to 1 exists uniquely, and the
composition of 
 and the canonical projection Z → Zd determines a d-fold cover W˜ of W
branched along M with a transformation t on W˜ corresponding to 1∈Zd such that W˜ =t ∼= W .
When W is even dimensional, de8ne k;d(W;M) to be the signature of the restriction of the
intersection form of W˜ on the e2ki=d-eigenspace of the induced homomorphism t∗ on the middle
dimensional homology of W˜ with complex coeJcients.
Let L be a primitive (2q−1)-link (that has the framing induced by a Seifert surface if q=1)
in a rational homology sphere .
Lemma 4.1. There is a primitive (2q+2; 2q)-manifold pair (W;M) such that (; L) is a bound-
ary component of (W;M) and Hi(W ;Q)=Hi(@W ;Q)=0 for i=1; : : : ; 2q.
Proof. Put W =× [0; 1] and identify  with × 1. The map EL → S1 given by primitiveness
is extended to a map  → D2 in an obvious way, and the union of it and a constant map
× 0→ S1 is extended to a map W → D2. Then M is obtained by transversality at an interior
point of D2.
Note that the above argument is similar to that of the well-known special case = S2q+1
where B2q+2 can be taken as W . Hence it seems to be natural to take rational homology balls
as W in our general case, however it is not known even when  is null-cobordant. This is why
we allow boundary components of W other than .
The following result shows that if (W;M) satis8es the conditions of Lemma 4.1, k;d(W;M)
is independent of the choice of W and M .
Lemma 4.2. Let (W0; M0) and (W1; M1) be manifold pairs as in Lemma 4:1. Then
k;d(W0; M0)=k;d(W1; M1).
Proof. We consider (W;M)= − (W0; M0) ∪(;L) (W1; M1). The idea is that (W;M) bounds a
primitive pair (V;N ) so that the signature of the branched cover of W vanishes. Then by the
additivity of signatures, the signatures of branched covers of W0 and W1 are the same and
the proof is completed. This is similar to the well-known argument for the case of = S2q+1
and Wi=B2q+2. In that case, we can take V =B2q+3 and construct N by the argument of the
proof of the previous lemma. For our general case, we take V =W × [0; 1] and proceed in the
same way. Even though V is not closed, all extra boundary components have vanishing middle
dimensional rational homology and hence have no contributions to signatures.
We de8ne k;d(L)=k;d(W;M). By Lemma 4.2, k;d(L) is well-de8ned.
Lemma 4.3. If L is primitive and A is a Seifert matrix of a Seifert surface of L; k;d(L)=
qA(2k=d).
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In [8, Chapter XII], Kau7man shows this lemma when L is a link in S3 and k;d(L) is de8ned
from (D4; M) where M is a properly embedded surface in D4 bounded by L. In fact the same
argument can be applied to show that if W = × I and M is obtained by pushing into W
the interior of a Seifert surface where A is de8ned, then k;d(W;M)=
q
A(2k=d). We omit the
details.
The following result as well as Lemma 3.3 is based on the idea that most of the techniques
of signature invariants for links in spheres also work for links in rational homology spheres
provided everything is primitive. In fact, for q¿ 1, this result is a consequence of Lemma 3.3.
We use a geometric argument to prove this result in any odd dimension.
Lemma 4.4. If A0 and A1 are Seifert matrices de7ned on Seifert surfaces of primitive (2q−1)-
links L0 and L1 that are Q-concordant via a primitive Q-concordance; 
q
A0()= 
q
A1() for
all .
Proof. Let (S;L) be a primitive Q-concordance between two links L0 and L1. Choose a prim-
itive pair (W0; M0) where k;d(L0) can be de8ned. Let (W;M)= (W0; M0) ∪(0;L0) (S;L). Then
M is also primitive. We will compute k;d(L1) from (W;M).
Note that for any suJciently large prime p, the pair (S;L) can be considered as a concordance
between links in Zp-homology spheres and in particular Hq+1(EL; EL0 ;Zp)=0. For such a prime
p, let (S˜; L˜) and (˜0; L˜0) be the p-fold branched covers of (S;L) and (0; L0), respectively.
We need the following consequence of Milnor’s exact sequence for in8nite cyclic coverings
[18]. Suppose that (X˜ ; A˜) be a p-fold cyclic cover of a CW -complex (X; A) induced by a
map H1(X ) → Zd that factors through the projection Z → Zd. Then if Hi(X; A;Zp) is zero,
Hi(X˜ ; A˜;Zp) is also zero.
In our case, Hq+1(EL; EL0 ;Zp) is zero and so Hq+1(EL˜; EL˜0 ;Zp) is also zero, for any large
prime p. From a Mayer–Vietoris sequence for (S˜; ˜0)= (EL˜; EL˜0)∪((L˜; L˜0)×D2), it follows that
Hq+1(S˜; ˜0;Zp) is zero. Hence S˜ contributes nothing to the signature of the branched covering of
(W;M), and k;p(W;M)=k;p(W0; M0) by additivity of signatures. Therefore k;p(L0)=k;p(L1)
and by Lemma 4.3, qA0()=
q
A1() if =2k=p for some large prime p and some integer k.
Since the set of such  is dense in the real line, qA0()= 
q
A1() for all .
Now we are ready to show the invariance of the signature jump function under Q-concordance.
The key to handle the nonprimitive case is to combine the geometric result for the primitive
case with the reparametrization formula in Section 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may similarly proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. (Indeed, for
the case of q¿ 1, the result is a consequence of Theorem 3.6.) Let L0 and L1 be Q-concordant
links admitting the given type . Let A0 and A1 be Seifert matrices of Seifert surfaces of ic0L0
and ic1L1, respectively. Let L
 be the union of i parallel copies of the ith component of a
Q-concordance between L0 and L1. If q=1, we need to take parallel copies with respect to
the framing determined by . As before, we can choose a positive integer r such that irL
is primitive. Then iric1 ic0L0 and iric0 ic1L

1 are Q-concordant via the primitive Q-concordance
iric0 ic1L. Note that the links iric1 ic0L0 and iric0 ic1L

1 are viewed as the boundaries of unions of
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parallel copies of Seifert surfaces of the links ic0L0 and ic1L

1. In the case of q=1, the framing
used to take ick L

k and the framing induced by the Seifert surface of ick L

k must be compatible
in order for iric1 ic0L0 and iric0 ic1L

1 to be Q-concordant. This is where our framing condition in
the de8nition of generalized Seifert surfaces for 1-links is necessary.
The primitive links iric1 ic0L0 and iric0 ic1L

1 have the Seifert matrices i
q
r i
q
c1A0 and i
q
r i
q
c0A1, re-
spectively. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.4, we have
L0()= sgn c0 · qA0(=c0)
= sgn c0 sgn c1 · qiqr iqc1A0(=rc0c1)
= sgn c0 sgn c1 · qiqr iqc0A1(=rc0c1)
= sgn c1 · qA1(=c1)= L1():
This proves that L() is a Q-concordance invariant independent of the choice of generalized
Seifert surfaces.
We remark that our framing condition for generalized Seifert surfaces of 1-links seems to
be the minimal requirement for signatures to be well-de8ned Q-concordance invariants. For
example, as an attempt to remove the framing condition, one may 8x corresponding framings
on Lk for k=0; 1 and consider irLk taken with respect to the framings, where r is a nonzero
multiple of the complexity of concordance. It can be shown that they admit Seifert surfaces, and
are Q-concordant via a primitive concordance. The signature jump functions of Seifert matrices
of irLk are equal by Lemma 4.4. But the above argument cannot be applied to prove that the
reparametrizations = =r of the signature jump functions are invariants of the original links
Lk and in fact they are not in general.
We also remark that it is meaningful to consider types for higher dimensional links as well as
1-links. In fact the signature jump function of type  for a link L is no more than the signature
jump function of type (1 · · · 1) for the link L obtained by taking parallel copies, however, more
information on L is obtained from types other than (1 · · · 1) even for higher dimensional links
in the sphere. For example, suppose K is a knot that is not torsion in the (algebraic) knot
concordance group (so that K() is nontrivial [14]) and L be a split union of K and −K . Then
(1;1)L is trivial, but if a = b, (a;b)L () is nontrivial for some .
For =(1 · · · 1), we denote (L) and c(L) by (L) and c(L), respectively.
Now we prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) If L is slice, L is equal to the signature of the unlink by
Theorem 1.1. Since the null matrix is a Seifert matrix for the unlink, L()=0.
(2) Choose a positive multiple r of c(L), and let A be a Seifert matrix for irL. Then
since iqA is a Seifert matrix of iriL, iL()= 
q
iqA
(=r)= sgn n ·qA(n=r)= sgn n ·L(n) by
Theorem 2.1.
(3) Let A be a Seifert matrix of ic(L)L. Since 
q
A() is of period 2, 

L()= 
q
A(=c
(L)) is
of period 2c(L).
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Fig. 1.
(4) For i=1; 2, let Bi be a (2q+1)-ball in the ambient space i of Li such that the connected
sum (; L) is obtained by gluing (i − int(Bi); Li − int(Bi)) along their boundaries. We view
i− int(Bi) as a subspace of . Let c be a positive common multiple of c(L1) and c(L2). Then
there is a generalized Seifert surface Fi of type  with complexity c for Li. We may assume
that each component of Fi ∩ Bi is a 2q-disk whose boundary contains exactly one component
of @Fi ∩ Bi so that the intersection of F1 − int(B1) and F2 − int(B2) consists of disjoint disks,
and their union is a generalized Seifert surface F of type  with complexity c for L in .
For q¿ 1, let Ai be a Seifert matrix of Fi. We have Hq(F)=Hq(F1)⊕Hq(F2), and A1 ⊕ A2
is a Seifert matrix of F . Therefore L()= 
q
A1⊕A2(=c)= 
q
A1(=c) + 
q
A2(=c)= 

L1() + 

L2().
For q=1, L1 and L2 are 1-knots by hypothesis. We need additional arguments since H1(F)
is not decomposed as above. For a manifold E, let denote the cokernel of Hi(@E) → Hi(E)
by FHi(E). We assert that for any 1-knot and a generalized Seifert surface E of complexity c,
the Seifert pairing on H1(E) induces a well-de8ned “Seifert pairing” on FH 1(E) that induces the
signature jump function of the knot. For, if x is a boundary component of E, a parallel copy
of E is a 2-chain whose boundary is homologous to cx in the complement of int(E) and so the
linking number of x and any 1-cycle on int(E) is zero. This proves the assertion.
Assume that Fi is connected for i=1; 2. Let x0; : : : ; xc−1 be boundary components of F1 −
int(B1). {xi} are ordered so that parallel cycles in  − F are obtained by pushing xi and xi+1
slightly along the negative and positive normal directions of F , respectively. Let y1; : : : ; yc−1
be curves on int(F) such that the intersection number of yi and xj on F is (i−1) j − ij, where
ij is the Kronecker symbol (see Fig. 1 for a schematic picture). Then FH 1(F) is the direct sum
of FH 1(F1), FH 1(F2) and a free abelian group generated by x1; : : : ; xc−1 and y1; : : : ; yc−1. We will
show that the generators xi and yi have no contribution to the signature.
Similarly to the proof of the previous assertion, it is shown that the linking number of xi and
any 1-cycle on the interior of Fj − int(Bj) is zero. Furthermore, the value of the Seifert pairing
at xi and yj can be computed by counting intersections of the 1-cycle obtained by pushing
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yi slightly and the 2-chain obtained by attaching (c − 1) annuli bounded by xi − xj (j = i) to
F1 − int(B1). By this argument we can verify that the Seifert matrix on FH 1(F) with respect to
generators of FH 1(Fi) and y1; : : : ; yc−1, x1; : : : ; xc−1 is given by
where Ai is a Seifert matrix de8ned on FH 1(Fi) and empty blocks represent zero matrices. The
bottom–center block and middle–right block are nonsingular. In fact, subtracting the ith row from
the (i+1)th row for each i= c− 2; : : : ; 1, the bottom–center block becomes an upper-triangular
nonsingular matrix, and similarly for the right–middle block. Hence the top–center block and
middle–left block can be eliminated by row and column operations. This shows that A is
congruent to the block sum of A1, A2 and a metabolic matrix. Therefore [A]= [A1]+[A2] in the
matrix cobordism group GQ+1, and we have L()= 
+
A (=c)= 
+
A1(=c)+
+
A2(=c)= L1()+L2()
as desired.
By Theorem 1.2, the signature jump function of a link L in an integral homology sphere
always has the period 2 since L is primitive. However the period of the signature jump
function of a link with nontrivial complexity in a rational homology sphere is not 2 in general.
In the following example, for any nonzero rational number r we construct a knot whose signature
jump function has the period 2r.
Example. Let K be a knot in S2q+1 and A be a Seifert matrix de8ned on a Seifert surface F
of K . For k =0, a knot K ′ with Seifert matrix iqkA is obtained by fusing the link ikK = @(ikF)
along |k| − 1 bands whose interiors are disjoint to ikF . (We may take as K ′ a (k; 1)-cable knot
with companion K for q=1.)
Let S be an embedded (2q−1)-sphere with knot type K ′ and J be an unknotted (2q−1)-sphere
that bounds a ball disjoint to S in S2q+1. Let C be a simple closed curve in S2q+1−S∪J whose
linking numbers with S and J are n and −1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. For n =0, the
result of surgery along S and C (with respect to zero-framing if q=1) is a rational homology
sphere , and J can be considered as a knot in .
H1(− J ) is an in8nite cyclic group generated by a meridian u of S. The meridian 7 of J is
given by 7= nu in H1(−J ). Hence c(J )= |n| by Theorem 3.3. In fact, there is a submanifold
in S2q+1 bounded by the union of a parallel of S and inJ as in Fig. 3, and a generalized Seifert
surface E with complexity n for J is obtained by gluing a 2q-disk in  to the submanifold
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
along the parallel of S. For q =1, iqkA is a Seifert matrix of E. For q=1, the block sum of
iqkA and a zero matrix of dimension |n| − 1 is a Seifert matrix of E. In any case, we have
J ()= sgn n · qiqkA(=n)= sgn (k=n)K(k=n).
As a special case of this example, there are knots in rational homology spheres whose sig-
nature jump functions do not have the period 2. Such knots are not Q-concordant to knots in
(homology) spheres, by Theorem 1.2. This illustrates that the Q-concordance theory of links in
rational homology spheres is not reduced to that of links in spheres.
Sophisticating the above arguments, we show Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Choose in8nitely many distinct primes pi greater than 7. For odd q, let
A=
[
1 1
0 1
]
and for even q, let
A=


1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1
0 0 0 1

 :
It is easily checked that qA() is nonzero if and only if = n(k ± 1=6) for some integer k,
where n=1 for even q or n=2 for odd q. Since A is a Seifert matrix of a knot in S2q+1
by [11,13], a (2q − 1)-knot Ki in a rational homology sphere such that Ki()= qA(pi=7) is
constructed by the above example. (For q=2, we need to use the block sum of 8 copies of A to
satisfy the extra condition [13] forced by a result of Rochlin. Since the signature jump function
multiplies by 8, this is irrelevant to our purpose.) In order to show that Kis are independent,
we consider a connected sum K of aiKi over all i, where all but 8nitely many ai are zero and
aj =0 for some j. We will show that K is not Q-concordant to a knot in an integral homology
sphere. This will complete the proof.
By the additivity of signature jump function, K()=
∑
i ai
q
A(pi=7). We claim that
K(7n=6pj) =0 but K(7n=6pj + 2)=0. If a summand aiqA(npi=6pj) of K(7n=6pj) is
nonzero, then npi=6pj= n(k±1=6) for some k, or equivalently pi=pj(6k±1). This implies
pj |pi and i= j. This shows the 8rst claim. On the other hand, if a summand aiqA(npi=6pj+
2pi=7) of K(7n=6pj+2) is nonzero, then we have pi(7n+12pj)=7npj(6k ± 1) for some
k, and 7 |pj or 7 |pj. This is a contradiction, and the second claim is proved.
From the claims, K() is not of period 2. By Theorem 1.2, K is not Q-concordant to knots
of period 2, in particular, to knots in integral homology spheres.
Another natural question is whether the homomorphism Cn → CQn is injective. More generally,
one may ask whether the natural map from the set of concordance classes of links in spheres
into that of links in rational homology spheres is injective. We do not address these questions
in this paper.
We 8nish this paper with two applications illustrating that our results are also useful for links
in spheres. One is a simple proof of the following result of Litherland [16]: Let K be a satellite
knot with companion J , that is, K = h(J ) where J is a 1-knot in a standard solid torus V in
S3 and h is a homeomorphism from V onto a tubular neighborhood of a knot K ′ sending a
0-linking longitude on @V to a 0-linking longitude of K ′. Let r be the winding number of J
in V . Then K()= J () + K ′(r). For, if A and B are Seifert matrices of J and K ′, then the
block sum A⊕ i+ B is a Seifert matrix of K for some tuple  such that n= r, and Litherland’s
formula is proved by Theorem 2.1. We remark that a formula for Alexander polynomials of
satellite knots [20] can also be proved using an analogous result of Theorem 2.1 mentioned in
Section 2.
Another is a new proof of (a weaker version of) a result of Kawauchi [10]: If a (2q−1)-knot
K is not (algebraically if q=1) torsion, then irK is a boundary link that is never concordant
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to any split union for any r¿ 0. For, if irK is concordant to a split link, i2K is concordant to
a split union K ∪ K , and then by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, K(2)= i2K()= K∪K()=2K().
This implies that K()=0 for all  and K is (algebraically if q=1) torsion by a result of
Levine [14].
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